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Abstract—This paper defines a framework to represent
organizational and technical architectures and to quantitatively
assess the complexity mechanisms within them. The framework
is then applied to the case of the NPOESS program and used to
illustrate the relationship between complexity, cost growth, and
the concept of jointness.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms defines the concept of jointness as
“activities, operations, organizations, etc. in which elements of
two or more Military Departments participate” [1]. In practice,
jointness is often defined more broadly and includes activities,
operations, and organizations that involve more than one
service department or more than one government agency. This
paper adopts the more expansive definition of jointness but
specifically focuses on one type of activity—system
acquisition—and presents a framework that can be used to
study the technical and organizational challenges that are often
encountered when government agencies acquire systems
jointly.
Jointness has numerous benefits: it enables government
agencies to design for interoperability, to leverage a particular
agency’s unique technical capabilities, and to benefit from
mission and technical synergies. In addition to these benefits,
one of the most common motivations for joint system
acquisition is cost savings: theoretically, when agencies
acquire systems jointly, both the cost-per-agency and the
overall cost to the government are reduced, since agencies can
share development, production, and operations costs. However,
despite their cost savings potential, recent studies suggest that
joint programs experience greater cost growth than non-joint
programs [2]-[5] and that in some cases it may be more costeffective for agencies to acquire systems independently rather
than jointly [2].
To understand why joint programs incur greater rates of
cost growth or how jointness itself may contribute to a
program’s costs, the acquisition community requires an
improved understanding of the organizational and technical
mechanisms that have induced cost growth in the past. Our
paper responds to this need by presenting a semi-quantitative
framework that can be used to study the evolution of cost
growth on joint programs and we demonstrate the utility of our
approach by applying it to a case study of the National Polarorbiting Operational Satellite System (NPOESS).

II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

In our proposed framework, we define jointness in terms of
a program’s organizational and technical architecture. Crawley
et al. define architecture as “an abstract description of the
entities of a system and the relationships between those
entities” [6]: essentially, a system’s architecture is defined by
the system’s components and by the relationships between
them. In our framework, we distinguish between two types of
jointness: organizational and technical. A joint technical
architecture is one that meets a diverse set of requirements
from distinct and separate user groups. A joint organizational
architecture is one that accommodates participation from more
than one government agency. Given this definition, programs
can be classified as either technically joint, organizationally
joint, or as exhibiting both types of jointness.
Importantly, joint architectures can also be defined by their
ability to be disaggregated. Specifically, a joint system
executes an aggregated set of requirements that could be
alternatively executed by multiple distinct systems. Similarly,
joint organizational architectures are also aggregated and can
be disaggregated if government agencies develop systems
independently instead of collaboratively.
A current movement in the space acquisition community,
which supports the disaggregation of previously joint
programs, suggests two hypotheses that connect jointness to
cost growth and motivate our focus on joint program
architectures. The first hypothesis suggests that aggregated
technical architectures are more complex than disaggregated
ones and that when this complexity is not identified, budgeted
for, and actively managed—it induces cost growth on joint
programs [7]-[11]. The second hypothesis suggests that
aggregated organizational architectures are more complex than
disaggregated ones and that this complexity induces and
enables cost growth on joint programs [3],[5],[12]-[14]. Given
these hypotheses, we suggest that in order to understand the
relationship between jointness and cost growth, one must
characterize the complexity mechanisms inherent to joint
programs’ architectures and observe complexity’s evolution
over time. As a result, our proposed framework suggests a
methodology to represent a joint program’s organizational and
technical architectures and to observe the evolution of
architectural complexity and its relationship to cost growth.
III.

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURAL FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework contains five steps wherein the
joint program’s organizational and technical architectures are

represented and metrics that assess their complexity are
calculated. In the final step, the evolution of the joint
program’s complexity and cost is observed by plotting the
complexity metrics and cost over time.
To represent a program’s architectures, we use design
structure matrices (DSMs). DSMs are typically NxN matrices
that are used to represent product, organizational, or process
architectures or some combination of all three [15]. Our
framework defines two separate DSMs to represent a
program’s organizational and technical architectures and the
complexity mechanisms within them. Previous studies [16][17] have demonstrated the utility of using DSM-based metrics
to study the evolution of architectures; therefore, in order to
study cost growth that was induced or enabled by complexity,
we calculate metrics using our proposed DSMs.
A. Step 1: Represent the Technical Architecture
First, all major technical components are represented in the
technical architecture DSM (DSMT). Three types of
complexity mechanisms—which emerge as a function of the
individual components or the relationships between them—are
also represented. The three complexity types are defined as:
 Design complexity is a function of the technical
maturity of each component.
 Process complexity is a function of the constraints or
conflicting requirements that are imposed during the
component development process.
 Architectural complexity is a function of the
interactions and relationships between components.
As shown in Fig. 1, architectural complexity mechanisms
are represented using traditional DSM notation where +1 is
added to indicate the presence of any relationship between two
components. Three relationship types are possible—mission,
programmatic, and interference—and the presence of each
relationship adds +1 to the corresponding DSMT entry;
components can share more than one relationship and each
relationship type adds +1 to the corresponding entry in DSMT.

Mission relationships between components include
physical, data, or design interfaces as defined in [18]. Physical
interfaces mean two components are physically attached and
often also share other relationships (such as data or power).
Two components have a data (but not a physical) relationship
when they communicate at a distance and two components
have a design relationship when they are designed to enable
parts sharing (e.g. they are designed to maximize
commonality).
Programmatic relationships indicate that components
share management resources like budget, schedule, and staff.
Although this relationship is not purely technical, we include
it here because it can induce non-recurring cost growth:
specifically, even though two components may not share a
mission interface, they may still interface programmatically
because the budget, schedule, and staff assigned to one
component can impact the resources that are allocated to the
other. For example, if a component’s costs grow but the
program’s budget is fixed, management may decide to
prioritize its development at the expense of others, whose
budgets will be reduced and schedules lengthened; this
decision will ultimately increase the total non-recurring cost of
the lower priority components [19]. To capture this behavior,
when two components do not have a mission relationship but
share a programmatic relationship, +1 is added to DSMT.
Finally, +1 is added to DSMT entries to account for
interferences between components. As noted by [20]-[22],
components can interfere electromagnetically, mechanically,
optically, and through their system’s reliability budget.
Interferences induce complexity because they must be actively
managed and compensated for during the system development
process.
As also shown in Fig. 1, DSMT includes two extra columns
that contain a design and process complexity score for each
component. The design complexity score captures the degree
of cost risk associated with the component’s development,
since as its technical maturity increases, so does the certainty
with which a program can estimate its development cost [23].
Brady & Nightingale previously demonstrated the utility of
including technical maturity in a DSM when they developed
the technology risk DSM to assess development and
operational risk in NASA systems [24]. Although their
approach used a standard Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
system to categorize component maturity [24], other rating
schemes can also be applied. For example, AIAA categorizes
a component’s design maturity in according to a component’s
location in the traditional development lifecycle [25].
While there is no formal scheme to categorize a
component’s process complexity, we suggest that +1 can
added for each process complexity mechanism. The key
process complexity mechanism that can affect joint programs
is conflicting requirements. This complexity mechanism
captures the costs that emerge when a program has unclear
lines of authority [26], misaligned stakeholder objectives [27],
or conflicting requirements which hinder its ability to function
efficiently.

Fig. 1. Example Technical Architecture DSM

A secondary process complexity mechanism is a function
of a program’s oversight model. If two oversight models are

available but the component is developed according to the one
with more stringent requirements, +1 should also be added to
the component’s process complexity score. For example, if a
component was developed under a Systems Engineering and
Technical Assistance (SETA) oversight model instead of a
more cost-effective Total System Performance Responsibility
(TSPR) oversight model, +1 should also be added to its
process complexity score. Although process and product
architectures have shared DSMs differently in the past [15],
because process ultimately affects the cost of the technical
system, our framework represents both complexities using a
shared DSM.
B. Step 2: Calculate Technical Complexity Metric
After the DSMT is defined, we use it to calculate our
proposed technical complexity metric; in this framework, we
define technical complexity to be a function of the number of
components in a system, the complexity of the individual
components, and the interactions between them. Importantly,
we also suggest that as a system’s complexity increases, so do
its non-recurring costs; as a result, our technical complexity
metric is actually an estimate of the technical architecture’s
lifecycle cost, with penalties applied to its non-recurring costs
to account for each design, process, and architectural
complexity mechanism.
Equation (1) shows the general form of our complexitycorrected lifecycle cost metric (Lcc), which includes the nonrecurring costs with complexity penalties applied (Ncc),
recurring costs (R), and other costs (O) which can include
launch or operations costs. As shown, Lcc is normalized by the
cost of a reference disaggregated system.
(1)
The formula for Ncc is derived from a complexity metric
that was used to study the disaggregation of spacecraft
architectures for planetary exploration [21]; while the form of
our metric is similar, several of the complexity mechanisms
that we identify are unique. More importantly, by classifying
mechanisms in terms of three complexity types—design,
process, and architectural—we intend for our approach to be
generalizable to other systems as well.
(2)
As shown, Ncc is calculated using each component’s design
complexity (DCi), process complexity (PCi), DSMT, and cost
penalty weighting for each complexity mechanism (WA).
Component cost (Ci) can be estimated using system-specific
cost-estimating relationships and corrected for design
complexity either by adding a penalty to component mass
prior to estimating its cost (as in [20]-[21]) or by adding a
penalty after its costs have been calculated (as in [28]). The
weightings that are applied to correct the cost estimate for
process and architectural complexity mechanisms are also
system-specific and should be determined on a case-by-case
basis.

C. Step 3: Represent the Organizational Architecture
The organizational DSM (DSMO) contains the major
components of a joint program’s organizational architecture;
components are distinct sub-units within an organization that
include government agencies, user communities, program
offices, and contractors. As shown in Fig. 2, the DSMO
actually contains four distinct DSMs that map four different
relationship types between organizational components. DSMO
also indicates relationship strength; a score of +2 is used when
components’ relationship is weak and +1 is used when the
relationship is strong. The four relationship types are defined
as follows:
 When a component has technical capability (TC), it has
the knowledge and experience to make decisions
effectively. DSMTC is shown in blue.
 When a component has mission responsibility (MR), it
is responsible for delivering a technical system that
executes its specified mission. DSMMR is shown in
green.
 Alternatively, when a component has financial
responsibility (FR), it is responsible for funding the
technical system. DSMFR is shown in yellow.
 Finally, when a component has decision authority
(DA), it is able to make and sustain effective decisions.
DSMDA is shown in red.
Although the four relationship types are depicted
separately, the two relationships that contribute most
significantly to our organizational complexity metric (defined
in the next step) are mission responsibility and decision
authority. An example mission responsibility relationship
between two component contractors is illustrated in Fig. 3.
These contractors share a mission responsibility relationship
because the components that they produce share a technical
interface: in order to execute their mission, both components
need to function. In this way, mission responsibility
relationships between contractors mirror [29]-[30] the
program’s technical architecture. However, in addition to this
mirroring, mission responsibility relationships on joint
programs extend throughout the organizational hierarchy and
ultimately connect agency leaders, who Congress holds
responsible for mission execution, to the contractors that
agencies hold responsible for the system’s development.
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Fig. 2. Example Organizational Architecture DSM

that convoluted authority structures have contributed to
organizational complexity on past joint programs [5],[34][36]. The metric that we propose to assess organizational
complexity accounts both for the number of interfaces, the
number of components, and for the authority structure in a
joint program’s organizational architecture.

Fig. 3. Misalignment of Mission Responsibility & Decision Authority

DSMDA represents the organization’s authority structure.
As shown in Figure 3, Program Office 1 holds a contract for
Component 1 and Program Office 2 holds a contract for
Component 2; additional decision authority relationships
between components are also illustrated. Fig. 3 also notes that
although there is a mission responsibility link between
component contractors, there is no decision authority
relationship. This misalignment of mission responsibility and
decision authority is critical to our organizational complexity
metric.
In addition to the relationship between mission
responsibility and
decision
authority,
two
other
relationships—financial
responsibility
and
technical
capability—can also affect the organization by eroding
decision authority. Although these relationships can be
conceptualized in terms of their impact on decision authority,
they are represented separately because both relate to the
concept of jointness; as noted previously, the ability to share
financial responsibility between organizations or to capitalize
on one organization’s unique technical capabilities are
common motivations for jointness.
D. Step 4: Calculate Organizational Complexity Metric
To assess organizational architectures, we use a separate
metric and define organizational complexity (OC) to be a
function of the number of components in an organization, the
interfaces between each component, and components’ mission
responsibility and decision authority. We suggest that as an
organization’s complexity increases, it becomes more difficult
for the organization to make effective and efficient decisions;
as a result, complex organizations are more likely to enable,
sustain, and induce cost growth.
Although recent studies of OC in government-funded
engineering projects have demonstrated that complexity
correlates with cost growth [26],[31]-[33], within this set of
research, authors use different metrics to assess OC. Despite
the quantitative differences between their metrics, authors
generally agree that organizational complexity is a function of
the number of components and the interfaces between them
[32]-[33]. Additionally, previous studies have also suggested

The proposed organizational complexity metric is given in
(3), which is derived from a structural complexity metric
proposed and validated by Sinha [33]. Sinha defined structural
complexity to be a function of the number of elements in a
system and the connectivity structure between those elements
[33]; unlike other metrics that have been used to assess
organizational complexity, Sinha’s metric uniquely captures
not only the number of interfaces between components but
also the connectivity of those interfaces [33]. This provides a
richer measure of the complexity that can be inherent to an
architecture but is not captured by a simple interface count
[33]. Although Sinha’s metric has only been applied to assess
the complexity of technical architectures, by calculating
complexity using DSMMR (which mirrors much of the
technical architecture), our proposed metric is only a minor
extension of previous work. The most significant difference
between our proposed metric and Sinha’s is the weighting
scheme that we developed specifically so that the metric could
be applied to assess the complexity of organizations. The final
organizational metric is shown in (3) where WA corresponds to
the weighting scheme, N corresponds to the number of
components and E(DSMMR) corresponds to singular values of
the DSMMR matrix. Finally, like Lcc, OC is normalized by a
reference disaggregated organization.
(3)
The process for calculating (3)’s weights begins by
adjusting DSMDA, to account for factors that eroded decision
authority. For each factor, a score of +1 was added to each
affected decision authority link. Two authority erosion factors
are related to common motivations for forming joint
programs. First, multiple sources of technical capability
weaken decision authority when technical capability is not
aligned with decision authority. This misalignment erodes
decision authority because the additional sources of technical
capability can question another component’s decisions or offer
additional opinions that delay decision-making and induce
technical “swirl.”
Mission and financial responsibility misalignment can also
weaken decision authority by hindering an organizational
component’s ability to appropriately weigh cost and risk.
Specifically, when an organizational component is responsible
for executing multiple distinct missions for different
collaborating partners but only one partner is responsible for
funding those missions, the partner without financial
responsibility is more likely to make technically conservative
decisions or decisions that enable or sustain cost growth by
minimizing risk. Alternatively, when mission and financial
responsibility are aligned, an organization is able to make
decisions that more effectively balance cost and risk.

Additional factors that erode decision authority can also be
included in DSMDA by adding +1 to each interface where
decision authority is eroded; although authority erosion factors
may be case-specific or not directly related to jointness, they
should also be represented in DSMDA. Once DSMDA has been
adjusted to account for all authority erosion factors, DSMDA
and DSMMR are compared and misalignments between the two
are identified. If decision authority and mission responsibility
between two components are misaligned, an additional penalty
is calculated and added according to the following process:
First, the adjusted DSMDA is transformed into a graph, where
components are represented by nodes in the graph and
decision authority links are represented by edges. Edge
lengths correspond to the values in the adjusted DSMDA. Next,
when a mission responsibility link between two components
exists, the weighting WA, between those components is
calculated by determining the shortest path length between
components i and j, in the decision authority graph. The length
of the decision authority path between two components with
shared mission responsibility is intended to simulate the
efficiency and effectiveness of organizational decisionmaking.
E. Step 5: Observe Evolution of Complexity Over Time
The utility of calculating a single complexity metric to
represent a joint program’s organizational and technical
architectures is that it enables changes in those architectures
and their relationship to the program’s reported cost growth to
be observed over time. Specifically, we recommend studying
joint programs in terms of epochs, or periods of time when the
program’s organizational and technical architectures are
unique and stable. One organizational and technical
architecture should be defined per epoch, a complexity metric
for each should be calculated, and the complexity should be
plotted as a function of time and compared to the program’s
cost estimate during each epoch. Plotting the complexity
metrics in this way enables the researcher to identify epoch
shifts that induced complexity and to compare the program’s
own cost estimates to the complexity that was inherent to its
architectures.
IV.

CASE STUDY: JOINTNESS AND THE NPOESS PROGRAM

In this section, we demonstrate the above five step
framework using the NPOESS program as an illustrative case
study. NPOESS was a collaboration between the Department
of Defense (DoD), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) that was intended to develop a
constellation of environmental monitoring satellites for lowEarth orbit; NPOESS was established in 1993 and cancelled—
due to cost growth and schedule delays—in 2010. The
NPOESS system met the requirements of multiple user groups
and was developed collaboratively by all three agencies; as
such, NPOESS is an important example of both organizational
and technical jointness.
In order to apply our framework to study the impact of
jointness on NPOESS, we collected a mix of qualitative and
quantitative data. In total, we interviewed 57 representatives
from the program and collected over 70 hours of semi-

structured qualitative interview data [37]-[38]. As
recommended by [39], we sampled interviewees from multiple
levels in the program’s organizational hierarchy and across
numerous functional specialties and we triangulated [37] our
interview data using over 150 primary and secondary source
documents from the program. These documents provided
quantitative technical data or official maps of the program’s
organization. Additional information on our data set or our
qualitative research methods is contained in [40]-[41].
A. Step 1: Represent NPOESS Technical Architecture
The NPOESS DSMT contains three types of components:
spacecraft, instruments, and ground processing systems. The
operational NPOESS constellation used three common
spacecraft that were assigned to different longitude of
ascending node crossing times and one non-common
spacecraft for NASA’s NPOESS Preparatory Project (NPP);
NPP was a joint risk reduction-climate science mission that
was developed collaboratively by NASA and the NPOESS
program office. The DSMT also contained 12 different
instruments which were assigned to one or more spacecraft
and components to represent system’s algorithms and ground
system. Although the ground system ultimately executed the
algorithms, they were represented separately because the
interface between these components was observed to have an
effect on the system’s cost.
Instrument design complexity was categorized using a
ranking system similar to TRL but specifically focused on the
instruments’ relationship to heritage designs. Spacecraft
designs were assigned a complexity rating of 0, 1, or 2
depending on how many complexity mechanisms were
present; complexity mechanisms that were identified included
bus and software design maturity. Process complexity
mechanisms were identified similarly and the mechanisms
noted in this case study are the same as those discussed in
Section III. Finally, the architectural complexity mechanisms
on the NPOESS program included design relationships,
physical interfaces, and electromagnetic, optical, mechanical,
and reliability budget interactions between components.
Step 2: Calculate NPOESS Technical Complexity
The process for calculating Ncc began by applying design
complexity penalties (taken from [37]-[38]) to the instruments’
mass. Instrument cost was then calculated using parametric
equations given in [42]. Next, again using parametric equations
from [42], complexity-corrected instrument mass was used to
estimate spacecraft bus mass and bus non-recurring cost.
Finally, the remaining architectural, design, and process
complexity penalties were applied to the non-recurring cost
estimates according to (3). The penalties, WA, applied for bus
design complexity, conflicting requirements process
complexity, and architectural complexity were all taken from
[39].
Recurring system costs were also estimated using
parametric equations from [42] and the launch cost for each
spacecraft was also included in Lcc. The NPOESS Lcc does not
include ground system and operations costs because there is
little quantitative understanding of disaggregation’s impact on
these costs [8] and because the NPOESS ground system

architecture remained relatively constant throughout the
program. Instead, changes to the ground system were modeled
as complexity penalties on the components of the space
segment with which they interfaced. Finally, each NPOESS
Lcc was normalized by the analogous non-recurring, recurring,
and launch costs for the NOAA-NASA Polar-Orbiting
Environmental Satellite (POES) program and the DoD’s
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). POES and
DMSP were the disaggregated programs that existed prior to
NPOESS’s formation in 1993.

created for each epoch are available upon request. Fig. 4
identifies each epoch and the lifecycle cost that the program
reported during that time; the costs shown reflect then-year
dollars that were collected from [43]-[48]. Key events during
each epoch include:
 Epoch A (1994-1996): NPOESS was established by
converging the POES and DMSP programs and was
motivated by the desire to save $1.3 billion in lifecycle
costs [49]. These cost estimates assumed that the
NPOESS technical architecture would be composed to
of a constellation of two operational spacecraft and
would offer modest performance improvements
compared to POES and DMSP.

B. Step 3: Represent NPOESS Organizational Architecture
The NPOESS DSMo contained all three government
agencies, the program’s executive committee, both the
NPOESS and NPP program offices, several councils of user
groups, and the system’s prime and sub-contractors for the
spacecraft, instruments, algorithms, and ground system. While
most instruments and algorithms were represented separately,
we grouped leveraged sensors and their algorithms together.
Leveraged sensors were those that did not require a significant
amount of technology development or their development was
not directly managed by the NPOESS program office; we
made this decision because leveraged sensor contractors were
observed to have a minimal impact on organizational behavior
throughout the NPOESS program.
C. Step 4: Calculate NPOESS Organizational Complexity
NPOESS organizational complexity was calculated using
the process described in Section III. In addition to the
authority erosion factors noted previously, several casespecific authority erosion factors—including limited
contractual authority, infrequent decision-making, weak
financial responsibility, and weak technical capability—were
included in the NPOESS DSMo Limited contractual authority
refers to the limitations that contracts can place on the
government’s authority over its contractors. On the NPOESS
program, the TSPR-like contracts significantly limited the
government’s authority over contractors’ design and
development activities. Infrequent decision-making refers to
organizational components—like the NPOESS executive
committee—that failed to make timely decisions. Decision
authority on the NPOESS program was weakened by
infrequent decision-making because components were unable
to effectively manage complexity or to efficiently respond to
programmatic issues. Weak financial responsibility, which
was induced by cost-plus contracts and extended competition
periods, also weakened decision authority on the NPOESS
program because it prevented decisions from being made with
a full appreciation of their costs. Finally, weak technical
capability weakened decision authority because it hindered
organizational components’ ability to recognize and to
manage technical complexity; this factor primarily affected
the NPOESS program office.
D. Step 5: Observe Evolution of Complexity Over Time
To observe the evolution of complexity over time, we
defined six epochs and represented the NPOESS program’s
organizational and technical architectures for each; the DSMs

 Epoch B (1996-1999): The NPOESS system
requirements were defined and the technical
architecture gained greater functionality and
performance. The program office managed risk
reduction contracts for key instruments but delayed
selecting a prime contractor.
 Epoch C (1999-2002): The NASA-managed NPP
program was established to provide additional risk
reduction for key sensors and to provide data continuity
for several climate science variables. To meet the needs
of the new climate science users, requirements were
updated to enhance instrument performance.
 Epoch D (2002-2005): An additional third operational
orbit was added and the prime contractor was selected.
Instrument and algorithm contracts previously managed
by the government were transferred to the prime. Cost
estimates began to grow.
 Epoch E (2005-2007): Costs grew so significantly that
the program breached the Nunn-McCurdy threshold and
had to undergo re-certification. 1 As a result, several
instruments and spacecraft were cancelled and changes
to the program’s authority structure were implemented.
 Epoch F (2007-2010): Several instruments were added
back to the program. Despite the new authority
structure, management challenges persisted and costs
continued to grow until the program’s cancellation in
2010.
Fig. 4 suggests that the program’s costs did not begin to
increase until after Epoch D. This is consistent with previous
studies of the program’s history; specifically, [49] suggests
that prior to Epoch D, the government significantly underestimated the system’s cost and in particular, the design
complexity of its instruments. Other reports suggest that after
Epoch D, the prime contractor’s poor management contributed
to further cost growth [46],[49]. By focusing on the
complexity of program’s organizational and technical
architectures instead of its reported costs, we are able observe
when complexity was injected into the program’s
organizational and technical architectures, which our metrics

1

The Nunn-McCurdy Act requires defense programs to be re-certified by
Congress it their cost growth exceeds a specified level.

Fig. 4. Evolution of NPOESS Lifecycle Cost Estimates

suggest was actually well before the program’s reported costs
began to grow.
V.

DISCUSSION: COMPLEXITY, COST, AND THE NPOESS
PRORGAM

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate how our framework was applied
to observe the evolution of complexity and cost on the
NPOESS program. First, Fig. 6 depicts a miniature version of
each epoch’s DSMT and its corresponding Lcc. This figure
suggests that even according to our complexity-corrected
lifecycle cost estimate, the program’s initial aggregated
technical architecture was less costly than the disaggregated
POES and DMSP programs. However, as shown in Fig. 5,
which compares the program’s lifecycle cost estimates
(corrected for inflation) to our technical complexity metric, Lcc
increased significantly after Epoch A, while the program’s
cost estimates continued to remain low. This suggests that the
changes to the technical architecture between Epochs A and C
added a significant amount of design, process, and
architectural complexity that was under-estimated and undermanaged by the program.
The increase in the program’s lifecycle cost estimates after
Epoch D suggests that it was not until later epochs that the
program began to recognize and to budget for this complexity.
While our assessment agrees with previous studies that
suggested that NPOESS under-estimated its costs, our
complexity metric also suggests that the program’s early
under-estimation and under-management of technical
complexity was most significant after Epoch B and had a
much greater impact on its later cost growth than did any
mismanagement by the program’s prime contractor.
Furthermore, our calculations suggest that the program’s
earliest cost estimate (Epoch A) was reasonable and that it was
not until the technical architecture changed significantly
between Epochs A and C, that the program’s estimates failed
to account for complexity. Additionally, our technical
complexity metric identified two types of complexity
mechanisms—process and architectural—that impacted the
NPOESS program but have not been the focus of previous
studies which typically emphasize instrument design
complexity [49].

Fig. 5. Complexity Corrected Lifecycle Costs Compared to Program’s
Lifecycle Cost Estimate

Fig. 7 depicts a miniature version of each epoch’s DSMO
and its corresponding OC. Like technical complexity, during
the program’s early epochs, the aggregated NPOESS
organizational architecture was less complex than the
disaggregated POES and DMSP programs. However, like
technical complexity, organizational complexity increased
significantly after Epoch A and remained high throughout the
remainder of the program. The increase in organizational
complexity is attributed to the delayed selection of the prime
contractor and addition of the NPP program since both of
these changes misaligned authority and mission responsibility
and induced many of the authority erosion factors identified
above. Several epoch shifts, from Epoch C to D (after the
prime contractor was selected) and D to F (after a NunnMcCurdy mandated reorganization), reduced organizational
complexity; however, because the NPP program was
maintained, minor changes to the organizational architecture
were unable to reduce the complexity that NPP initially
induced.
In fact, we suggest that the misalignment of decision
authority and mission responsibility induced additional nontechnical cost growth during the program’s later years.
Specifically, when decision authority and mission
responsibility are aligned, we suggest that decision-makers
can more effectively respond to the needs of the organization.
When they are misaligned, decisions are delayed, since
information has to traverse multiple components until it
reaches one with the authority to make a decision. On
NPOESS, this misalignment was observed to induce standingarmy costs since the organization’s progress was delayed as it
waited for a decision. It also enabled cost growth by
separating decision-makers from sources of requirements
creep or from critical interfaces that needed to be carefully
specified and managed throughout the systems’ development.
Finally, although the proposed metrics provide a means to
observe the evolution of complexity on the NPOESS program,
we have yet to directly link this observed complexity to the
concept of jointness. Table I identifies which of the
complexity mechanisms can be attributed to the NPOESS
program’s aggregated organizational and technical

Fig. 6. Technical Complexity Metric Plotted for the Six Epochs of the NPOESS Program

Fig. 7.

Organizational Complexity Metric Plotted for the Six Epochs of the NPOESS Program

architectures and which can affect both joint and non-joint
programs. This list will be refined by future research that
compares the complexity mechanisms observed on NPOESS
to those on other joint programs. Importantly, although not all
of the mechanisms in the complexity metrics can be attributed
to jointness, we included them in our analysis because we
assessed their impact to be significant and suggest that
organizational and technical complexity—regardless of its
origin—can have emergent and coupled effects on a
program’s cost that should be captured by any holistic
measure of a program’s complexity.
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